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ABSTRACT: Modeling atmospheric turbulence in the convective boundary layer is challenging

at kilometer and sub-kilometer resolutions, as the horizontal grid spacing approaches the size

of the most energetic turbulent eddies. In this range of resolutions, termed Terra Incognita or

gray zone, partially resolved convective structures are grid-dependent and neither traditional 1D

mesoscale parameterizations nor 3D Large Eddy Simulations closures are theoretically appropri-

ate. Leveraging on a new set of one-way nested, full-physics multiscale numerical experiments,

we quantify the magnitude of the errors introduced at gray zone resolutions in a real-case appli-

cation and we provide new perspectives on recently proposed modeling approaches. The new set

of experiments is forced by real time-varying boundary conditions, spans a wide range of scales

and includes traditional 1D schemes, 3D closures, scale-aware parameterizations and strategies to

suppress resolved convection at gray zone resolutions. The study area is Riyadh (Saudi Arabia),

where deep CBLs develop owing to strong convective conditions. Detailed analyses of our experi-

ments, including validation with radiosonde data, calculations of spectral features and partitioning

of turbulent fluxes between resolved and subgrid scales, show that (i) grid-dependent convective

structures entail minor impacts on the first order characteristics of the fully developed boundary

layer due to some degree of implicit scale-awareness of 1D parameterizations and (ii) 3D closures

and scale-aware schemes outperform traditional 1D schemes especially in the surface layer, among

other findings. The new suite of experiments provides a benchmark of real simulations that can be

extended to assess how new turbulence closures perform at gray zone resolutions.
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: As recent advances in high-performance computing are

leading to a new era in numerical simulations, regional atmospheric models can now increase

their resolution to the widely unexplored kilometer and sub-kilometer range. While increasing

the resolution of atmospheric models is desirable to (i) have more realistic weather and

air quality predictions and (ii) better represent boundary conditions for microscale models,

kilometer and sub-kilometer grid spacings pose some theoretical challenges that need to be

addressed by the atmospheric modeling community. In this work we run a set of numerical

experiments for a real case study that aim to offer new perspectives on recently developed

modeling strategies and identify the most promising directions that should be investigated by

follow-up studies.

1. Introduction

Turbulent motions regulate vertical transport of momentum, heat, moisture and pollutants in

the atmospheric boundary layer (Stull 1988). A correct representation of turbulent diffusion in

numerical models is key for a wide range of applications, from weather and air quality predictions

(Cécé et al. 2016; Chu et al. 2014) to wind power assessments (Mirocha et al. 2018). Depending

on the ratio between the model horizontal grid spacing (ΔG) and the size of energy-containing

turbulent structures (ℓ), two classes of modeling techniques have been explored over the past few

decades. If the mesh size is well above the dominant length scale of turbulence (i.e. ℓ/ΔG� 1), as

in operational numerical weather prediction model (NWP) simulations, all turbulent motions occur

at the subgrid scale (SGS) and parameterizations are required to model their impact on the mean

flow. In the mesoscale modeling community, these parameterizations are usually referred to as 1D

planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes. The second modeling approach, when the model grid

spacing is significantly lower than the size of the largest turbulent structures (i.e. ℓ/ΔG� 1, where

ΔG is within the inertial range), is known as Large Eddy Simulations (LES). In LES modeling, the

energetic turbulent motions are directly resolved on the numerical grid (Moeng 1984) owing to the

relatively small ΔG. A subgrid model is required to represent the interaction between the resolved

and SGS turbulence (Lilly 1967; Leonard 1975).

As computational power has substantially increased in the last decade, NWP models can now

reach the unexplored range of resolutions termed Terra Incognita (gray zone) byWyngaard (2004),
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where the horizontal grid spacing is in the order of the largest turbulent structures (ℓ/ΔG ∼ 1). On

the one hand, high-resolution NWP simulations are desirable to capture local characteristics of the

flow (Sharma et al. 2017; Fernando et al. 2019; Wagner et al. 2019), to predict exposure to air

pollutants at neighborhood scales (Fernando et al. 2010; Joe et al. 2014) and to provide boundary

conditions to LES codes (Conry et al. 2015; Rai et al. 2019), among other applications. On the

other hand, current turbulent parameterizations are not theoretically sound at gray zone resolutions,

as large turbulent structures are partially resolved on the grid, breaking the assumptions of both

PBL (all turbulent motions occur at SGS scales) and LES SGS schemes (ΔG is in the inertial range).

In two pivotal studies, Honnert et al. (2011) and Zhou et al. (2014) laid out the foundations of the

gray zone problem and showed that NWP models with resolutions in the order of 1km fall within

the gray zone range during daytime convection, as large turbulent eddies driven by convection

span the entire convective boundary layer (CBL). In modeling the CBL at gray zone resolutions,

Zhou et al. (2014) revealed that the size of resolved convective rolls or cells depends on the grid

resolution, rather than the natural state of the flow. At about the same time, Ching et al. (2014)

independently discussed the same grid-dependency problem from a relatively different standpoint

and offered perspectives on how to remove under-resolved convective patterns.

In very recent years, numerous studies have proposed novel techniques to overcome the difficulties

laid out by Zhou et al. (2014) and Ching et al. (2014) in characterizing the CBL at gray zone

resolutions. Two main avenues can be broadly identified from this growing body of literature. The

first approach is based on the idea that poorly resolved convective structures should be suppressed

at gray zone resolutions, given the grid-dependency problem (Poll et al. 2017; Muñoz-Esparza

et al. 2017). The alternative approach is to retain the grid-dependent convective structures while

introducing scale-aware schemes that reduce subgrid fluxes in PBL schemes, to account for mixing

done at resolved scales. Honnert et al. (2011) opened the way for scale-aware schemes and

modifications in both local and non-local PBL schemes were introduced shortly after (Beare 2014;

Boutle et al. 2014; Ito et al. 2015; Shin and Hong 2015).

Although the gray zone community has proposed different modeling strategies that can be

potentially suitable in the Terra Incognita (e.g. Ito et al. (2015); Kurowski and Teixeira (2018);

Honnert et al. (2021)), the verification of these novel techniques for real CBLs is still very limited.

While a few studies have looked at the performance of non-idealized, full-physicsmodel simulations
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at gray zone resolutions with conventional PBL schemes (Doubrawa and Muñoz-Esparza 2020;

Liu et al. 2020; Rai et al. 2017, 2019; Shin and Dudhia 2016; Xu et al. 2018), the literature lacks a

comprehensive comparison and verification of the modeling strategies outlined above, especially

in real cases. Understanding strengths and weaknesses of different approaches would benefit both

mesoscale modelers seeking guidance on how to perform simulations at gray zone resolutions as

well as model developers to broaden the impact of their studies. Building upon previous efforts,

in this work we aim to bridge this gap between the recent progress in the gray zone community

and the operational needs in the NWP community, which has not comprehensively addressed this

issue so far (Doubrawa and Muñoz-Esparza 2020). We leverage on a new set of nine real, full-

physics, nested simulations with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to address

the following objectives:

(i) Identify and quantify potential errors that may arise at gray zone resolutions for first order

statistics of the flow and for turbulent quantities in real CBLs,

(ii) Evaluate which modeling strategies are more effective in mitigating the problem, among the

different avenues indicated by recent idealized simulations,

(iii) Provide practical recommendations on how to run real high-resolution simulations that po-

tentially fall within gray zone resolutions.

Our nine simulations span the whole spectrum of model resolutions, from traditional mesoscale

(ΔG=12km) to well-resolved LES (ΔG=50m), passing through the gray zone (ΔG = 1350m and

ΔG=450m), and they include both traditional and recently developed techniques tomodel turbulence

at gray zone resolutions. All the simulations are centered in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, which is an

ideal area to study the gray zone problem as deep CBLs (up to 4-5km) form over the desert owing

to particularly strong convection (Gamo 1996). The region of Riyadh is also of strategic interest for

building wind energy capacity, as shown in previous mesoscale work (Giani et al. 2020). Although

drawing specific conclusions for wind energy exceeds the scope of this work, high-resolution

simulations over Riyadh are potentially attractive for characterizing the local flow patterns which

are key for wind farms planning and managing (Haupt et al. 2019).

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description

of WRF turbulence closure schemes and describes the recent progress for gray zone resolutions.
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The numerical simulations and methods are presented in Section 3. Based on the results de-

tailed in Section 4 and the evidence produced by previous work, Section 5 summarizes general

recommendations on how to setup full-physics, real simulations at gray zone resolutions.

2. Review of subgrid turbulence parameterizations in WRF

In this section, we review the main schemes commonly used to represent subgrid turbulent

mixing in WRF, which is the focus of this work. We do not intend to provide a comprehensive

description of all the implemented schemes (which can be found elsewhere, e.g. Skamarock et al.

(2008); Cohen et al. (2015) and references therein), but rather to highlight the main features that

are needed to explain the rationale behind our experiments (Section 3b).

If a PBL scheme is selected in WRF (e.g. for typical mesoscale applications), vertical turbulent

diffusion is calculated within PBL routines whereas horizontal diffusion is handled by a separate

module based on the Smagorinsky first order closure (Smagorinsky 1963). Horizontal eddy

viscosities  ℎ are computed as a function of horizontal gradients and the grid size (ΔGΔH):

 ℎ = �BΔGΔH

√
1
4
(�11−�22)2 +�2

12 (1)

where �B is the so-called Smagorinsky constant (set to 0.25 in WRF) and �8 9 (8, 9=1,2,3) is the

deformation tensor (Skamarock et al. 2008). In recent literature, increasing the Smagorinsky

constant (and therefore the dissipation of thermal instabilities via horizontal diffusion) has been

identified as a way of suppressing resolved convection at gray zone resolutions. Muñoz-Esparza

et al. (2017) performed some sensitivity tests with artificially amplified Smagorinsky constant and

showed that 2B = 2.0 removed significant contributions of under-resolved convection from the grid.

Although the sensitivity tests were successful in removing resolved convection, 2B was artificially

increased to unphysical values.

For vertical turbulent transport, several PBL schemes are implemented in WRF by default and

they can be classified in local and non-local approaches. In this work, we use the Mellor-Yamada-

Janjic (MYJ,Mellor andYamada (1982); Janić (2001)) scheme and the revised version byNakanishi

and Niino (2004, 2009) (MYNN2.5) as local schemes, and the Yonsei University Scheme (YSU,

Hong et al. (2006)) and its revised version by Shin and Hong (2015) (SH) as non-local ones.
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For a generic quantity �, a local PBL scheme calculates subgrid turbulent fluxes (F′�′) based

on local gradients only:

F′�′ = − 2
m�̄Δ

mI
(2)

where the overbar with Δ represents the resolved part on a grid with horizontal spacing Δ (i.e.

� = �̄Δ+�′), following the notation of Shin and Dudhia (2016), I is the vertical coordinate and  2
is the eddy diffusivity. Eddy diffusivities are typically a function of local values of turbulent kinetic

energy (TKE), a length scale (sometimes referred to as mixing length, owing to Prandtl’s theory)

and a stability function. Differences between local schemes are related to the formulation of these

quantities. Scale-awareness suitable for gray zone applications can be introduced in local schemes

by modifying the mixing length formulation, as proposed by Ito et al. (2015). This modification is

hard-coded in the MYNN subroutines, and activating/deactivating this option requires recompiling

the WRF code.

Non-local approaches (e.g. YSU) explicitly includes a countergradient term W2 to account for

the contribution of large scale eddies and the entrainment flux F′�′I8 (I/I8)
3 from the top of the

boundary layer I8 (Hong and Pan 1996):

F′�′ = − 2
(
m�̄Δ

mI
−W2

)
+F′�′I8

(
I

I8

)3
(3)

Shin and Hong (2015) introduced scale-awareness to this parameterization to address the gray

zone issue, by scaling the magnitude of the local flux of Equation (3) with a grid-size dependency

function and revising the non-local heat fluxes:

F′�′ = − 2
(
m�̄Δ

mI

)
%! (I,ΔG∗) +F′�′#!%#!

(
D∗F

−1
∗ ,ΔG∗

)
(4)

where F′�#! is the non-local flux, which differs from the YSU one, ΔG∗ is the normalized grid

spacing (ΔG∗ = I−1
8
ΔG), D∗F−1

∗ is the friction velocity to Deardoff velocity ratio, %! and %#!
are empirical functions bounded within 0 and 1 that reduce the magnitude of the turbulent flux

depending on the grid spacing (hence the term scale-awareness).

If a PBL scheme is not selected (i.e. bl_pbl_physics = 0 in WRF), 3D LES turbulence closures

can be used to calculate both horizontal and vertical diffusion. The two 3D closures used in
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this work are the 1.5TKE anisotropic model of Lilly (1967) and the non-linear backscatter and

anisotropy formulation of Kosović (1997), based on strain rate only, implemented in WRF by

Mirocha et al. (2010). The 1.5TKE model calculates eddy diffusivities based on local TKE values

and scale-aware length scales, whereas the approach of Kosović (1997) takes into account energy

backscatter to the resolved field through a non-linear approach.

3. Methods

a. Overall model configuration

We run a set of eight multiscale and nested numerical experiments and one reference simulation

with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model version V3.9.1.1, which solves the non-

hydrostatic compressible Euler equations in terrain-following coordinates (Skamarock et al. 2008).

In this section, we describe the common model configuration across all simulations whereas the

differences between the nine simulations are explained in Section 3b.

All eight numerical experiments share the same set of four one-way nested domains (d01 to

d04, Figure 1 and Table 1) centered in Riyadh airport, Saudi Arabia (24.93°N, 46.71°E), where

radiosonde data are available. The four domains have a parent-to-child horizontal resolution ratio

of 3:1, with the outermost domain horizontally discretized at a typical mesoscale resolution (ΔG

= 12150m) on a Lambert Conformal grid, covering most of the Arabian Peninsula. The reference

simulation includes two additional domains (d05 and d06, with resolutionsΔG=150m andΔG=50m)

with grid spacing that lies within the range of LES modeling (Zhou et al. 2014).

We use high-resolution topography data from the Shuttle Radar TopographyMission (SRTM) at 3

Arc-Second resolution (∼90m) to produce elevation data over d04 and d05, 1 Arc-Second (∼30m)

Table 1. Geometric characteristics of the six domains considered in this work and associated model time step.

Domain label Grid points Resolution Topography dataset Total area covered Time step

d01 140 x 140 x 49 12150m USGS 30 Arc Sec 1701 x 1701 km2 72 s

d02 211 x 211 x 49 4050m USGS 30 Arc Sec 854.5 x 854.5 km2 24 s

d03 232 x 232 x 49 1350m USGS 30 Arc Sec 313.2 x 313.2 km2 8 s

d04 301 x 301 x 49 450m SRTM 3 Arc Sec 135.4 x 135.4 km2 8/3 s

d05 181 x 181 x 76 150m SRTM 3 Arc Sec 27.15 x 27.15 km2 8/9 s

d06 256 x 256 x 106 50m SRTM 1 Arc Sec 12.80 x 12.80 km2 8/27 s
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Fig. 1. (a) Mesoscale and gray zone domains (d01 to d04) and (b) close-up look to gray zone and microscale

domains (d04-d06). Shaded colors represent elevation in meters above ground level and the star indicate the

location of radiosonde data.

for d06, and the default U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) dataset at 30 Arc-Second resolution

(∼900m) for d01, d02 and d03. The SRTM datasets are retrieved from the digital elevation NASA

database and are converted into theWRF preprocessing system readable binary format prior to their

use (Dimitrova et al. 2016). Mesoscale and gray zone domains (d01 to d04) consist of the same

49 vertical levels, with increasing vertical spacing (ΔI) in the boundary layer and approximately

constant above the boundary layer, up to 50hPa. Given the vertical nesting capabilities recently

implemented in WRF (Daniels et al. 2016), we set a larger number of vertical levels in d05 and d06

(76 and 106, respectively), as these domains are solved in LESmode where the aspect ratio (ΔG/ΔI)

should be closer to unity (2-4 according to Mirocha et al. (2010)). In the boundary layer, we use

an approximately constant ΔI=64m and ΔI=32m for d05 and d06, respectively, as done in recent

LES works (e.g. Sullivan and Patton (2011)). The number of vertical levels, the vertical spacing

between them and other aspects of the domains setup are included in the namelist shared through

Github (see data availability) and have been object of a thorough sensitivity analysis, which is

briefly discussed in the recommendations in Section 5.
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Simulations are initialized on July 22, 2016 at 0000 UTC with the high-resolution operational

data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (HRES-ECMWF). The Euler

equations of motion are integrated for 10 days until August 1, 2016 at 0000 UTC, with a time step

ΔC=72 s for the outermost domain and a parent-to-child time step ratio of 3:1. The first day of

simulation is discarded from the analysis as model spin-up. All the fields relevant to the analysis are

saved with hourly frequency. Lateral boundary conditions for the outermost domain are updated

every 6 hours and are provided by HRES-ECMWF. The simulated episode consists of nine dry

cycles of strong convection, with deep boundary layers, high temperatures and large heat fluxes

(Figure S1). All experiments are full-physics, meaning that are driven by heterogeneous heat and

momentum fluxes as well as by regional/synoptic conditions through realistic boundary conditions

from HRES-ECMWF. The unified Noah land surface model (Ek et al. 2003), in combination

with the surface layer schemes shown in Table 2, provide time- and space-varying surface heat,

moisture and momentum fluxes. Short and longwave radiation are computed with the Dudhia

scheme (Dudhia 1989) and the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (Mlawer et al. 1997), respectively.

b. Individual experiments setup

The set of nested simulations includes four pairs (P1 to P4) of numerical experiments (RN01

through RN08), where each pair is designed to assess a different route to address the gray zone

issue, and one well-resolved run that is used as a reference (REF). The eight experiments differ in

the way turbulence is modeled in the gray zone domains (d03 and d04, ΔG=1350m and ΔG=450m,

respectively), as explained below and illustrated in Table 2.

The goal of P1 simulations is to assess the impact of removing resolved convection at gray zone

resolutions, as proposed by Ching et al. (2014) and Poll et al. (2017). P1 simulations are traditional

mesoscale simulations with MYJ closure for vertical transport and Smagorinsky for horizontal

diffusion. The only difference between RN01 and RN02 is the Smagorinsky coefficient, which is

set to the default 0.25 for all domains in RN01 and to 0.25, 0.50, 1.0 and 2.0 for d01, d02, d03

and d04 in RN02, respectively. The specific values of �B used in this work allow for a significant

damping of resolved convection (Figure S2 and Section 4a), similarly to Muñoz-Esparza et al.

(2017). The second pair of experiments (P2) addresses the effect of introducing scale-awareness in

non-local schemes, by comparing a traditional YSU non-local closure (RN03) and its scale-aware
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Table 2. Main turbulence-related features of the eight WRF experiments and reference simulations. �B=

Smagorinsky coefficient (d01/d02/d03/d04 or only one value for all domains, see Section 3b); MYJ=Mellor-

Yamada-Janjic scheme; MYNN2.5=Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino scheme level 2.5; SA=Scale-Aware;

NSA=Not scale-aware; TKE=Turbulent kinetic energy; NBA=Nonlinear Backscatter and anisotropy. REF

characteristics are related to d05 and d06. The turbulent diffusion schemes refers to the one used in the two

innermost domains (d03 and d04 for RN01-RN08, d05 and d06 for REF.

Run label Pair ID �B Surface layer Horizontal turbulent diffusion Vertical turbulent diffusion

RN01 P1 0.25 Janjic Eta 2D Smagorinsky MYJ

RN02 P1 0.25/0.5/1.0/2.0 Janjic Eta 2D Smagorinsky MYJ

RN03 P2 0.25 Jimenez 2D Smagorinsky YSU

RN04 P2 0.25 Jimenez 2D Smagorinsky Shin-Hong

RN05 P3 0.25 MYNN 2D Smagorinsky MYNN2.5 (SA)

RN06 P3 0.25 MYNN 2D Smagorinsky MYNN2.5 (NSA)

RN07 P4 0.25 MYNN 3D based on TKE 3D based on TKE

RN08 P4 0.25 MYNN 3D NBA (strain rate) 3D NBA (strain rate)

REF — 0.25 MYNN 3D NBA (strain rate) 3D NBA (strain rate)

version (RN04). In a similar fashion, P3 contrasts scale-aware and traditional schemes for local

closures (MYNN2.5), as the only difference between RN05 and RN06 is the mixing length revision

of Ito et al. (2015) implemented in the MYNN2.5 routines. In this work we use the local-only

version of MYNN (Nakanishi and Niino 2004, 2009) to test the impact of scale-awareness on a

local scheme, although it should be noted that the MYNN scheme can be run with a non-local

mass-flux scheme (MYNN-EDMF, Olson et al. (2019)) from the release ofWRF v3.9. The last pair

of simulations (P4) instead uses two different 3D closures in d03 and d04, the traditional 1.5TKE

model in RN07 (Lilly 1967; Skamarock et al. 2008) and the NBA approach of Kosović (1997) in

RN08, which was shown to have a better agreement with reference data at coarser resolutions than

the 1.5TKE approach (Mirocha et al. 2010). For P4 simulations, domains d01 to d02 are equivalent

to P3 simulations.

The reference simulation (REF) includes two additional domains (d05 and d06) modeled with

the 3D NBA closure in LES mode, and the setup for the coarser domains (d01 to d04) is identical to

RN05. This specific configuration is based on literature considerations (Mirocha et al. 2010) and

the results of P1, P2, P3 and P4 simulations (Section 4). A full sensitivity analysis of the reference

dataset (i.e. the performance of WRF-LES at these resolutions), including both the effect of lateral
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boundary conditions and the SGS models (e.g. Liu et al. (2020)), would be worth investigating but

exceeds the main purpose of this work, which is related to the gray zone domains. However, we

compare the results of REF with observed data to ensure that the reference simulation is capturing

the mean vertical profiles. For turbulence statistics, previous studies showed that the variability

related to different PBL treatments (Liu et al. 2020) and the SGS model (Talbot et al. 2012) in

the parent domains is relatively small, as long as there is enough fetch in the innermost domain to

break down the under-resolved turbulent structures from the parent domain (Mazzaro et al. 2017).

Given the large heat fluxes that drive our case study (Figure S1), REF achieves its own turbulent

motions even close to the boundaries for both d05 and d06 (Figure S3).

c. Model evaluation overview

The model evaluation is based on a direct comparison of the numerical simulations at different

resolutions with two reference datasets, i.e. REF and measured radiosonde data at Riyadh Air-

port. We present results for the mesoscale domain (d01, ΔG=12km), the gray zone domain (d03,

ΔG=1350m) as well as two microscale domains (d05 and d06, ΔG=150m and ΔG=50m, respec-

tively). For the CBL under investigation, with an average boundary layer height I8 ≈3600m, d03

can be fully considered in the gray zone during convective instances according to the definitions

of Efstathiou et al. (2018); Honnert et al. (2020), as ΔG/I8 ≈ 0.38. The analysis of the output from

d04 (ΔG/I8 ≈ 0.13), which falls into the near-gray zone according to the definition of Efstathiou

et al. (2018), is mostly deferred to the Supplementary Material (Figure S4-S11), although the key

differences between d03 and d04 are reported in the results section of the manuscript. Radiosonde

data are acquired from the University of Wyoming repository for every day during the period of

interest at 1200Z (3pm local solar time, LST), and they are used to assess the model predictions

of the mean structure of the CBL. Analyzing daily replicates of multiple convective instances is

key to smooth out the natural variability of turbulent processes. For a quantitative assessment of

mean quantities, we calculate the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between average radiosonde

profiles and the modeled profiles averaged at the same instants in time. Further, spectral analysis is

used to characterize horizontal coherent structures at different resolutions, as described in the next

subsection (Section 3d). Finally, turbulent fluxes are calculated to understand how they partition
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between the SGS and resolved scales between different resolutions and turbulence closures (details

in Section 3e).

d. Spectral analysis

The goal of the spectral analysis is to characterize the horizontal convective structures and

quantitatively assess their size and type through their spectral characteristics. To allow for a proper

comparison between the well-resolved LES and the gray zone solutions, we upscale the REF

solution for d05 and d06 onto the d03 grid (example in Figure S12). The upscaled LES solution,

which is directly comparable to the coarser gray zone one, is obtained with a top-hat filter, as

done in Honnert (2019). As we are interested in the CBL, we identify regimes of free convection

by calculating the following dimensionless parameter (−I8/!) with hourly frequency, similarly to

Doubrawa and Muñoz-Esparza (2020):

− I8
!
=

:+ I86

(
F′\′E

)
B

D3
∗ \̄E

(5)

where ! is the Obukhov length (m), :+ is the von Kármán constant (0.4), 6 is the gravitational

acceleration (9.81 m s−2),
(
F′\′E

)
B
is the virtual potential temperature flux at the ground (m s−1

K), D∗ is the friction velocity (m s−1) and \̄E is the virtual temperature at the first model level (K).

According to previous literature (Deardorff 1972; Honnert et al. 2011), free convective conditions

are defined as instances when −I8/! > 50. During such conditions, convection tends to organize in

large cells with narrow updrafts on the boundary and wide downdrafts in the middle (Doubrawa and

Muñoz-Esparza 2020). Given the heterogeneity in boundary layer heights and heat fluxes in real

simulations, we use horizontal averages within the area covered by the d06 domain to characterize

the −I8/! parameter. At each instance in time characterized by free convection and for each model

level below the boundary layer height, we measure the size of these convective cells by computing

the spectral peak of vertical velocity. The methodology follows de Roode et al. (2004) and is

briefly summarized here from a numerical standpoint. We first linearly detrend horizontal slices of

vertical velocity F� (G, H) and get the Discrete Fourier Transform of the detrended field F̂� (:G , :H)
to calculate the 2D matrix of spectral energy � (:G , :H):

�
(
:G , :H

)
=

��F̂� (
:G , :H

) ��2 (6)
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After transforming thewavenumbers :G and :H into cylindrical coordinates, defining : = (:G+:H)0.5

and o = tan−1(:H/:G) (0 ≤ o ≤ c), the 1D azimuthally averaged density spectrum, which depends

on : only, is obtained by integrating out the dependence on o:

((:) = 1
Δ:

∫ c

0
� (:,o) 3o (7)

where Δ: is the wavenumber resolution to normalize the energy spectrum into a spectral density.

The spectral peak (i.e. the maximum of ((:)), that occurs at wavenumber :2, indicates the most

energetic motions and therefore the length scale of the dominant eddies (Λ2 = 1/:2). Due to

potential noise around the spectral peak, we compute :2 as the wavenumber up to which 2/3 of the

total variance (f2
F) is contained, as in de Roode et al. (2004) and Zhou et al. (2014):

f2
F =

∫ ∞

0
((:)3: (8)

∫ :#

:2

((:)3: =
∫ :#

:2

:((:)3 [ln :] = 2
3
f2
F (9)

where :# is the largest resolvable (Nyquist) wavenumber. Figure S13 shows an example of the

overall spectral analysis procedure.

Besides their dominant size Λ2, the type of coherent structures (e.g. rolls vs cells) is also critical

in driving the boundary layer dynamics (Williams and Hacker 1992; Poll et al. 2017)). In previous

literature, the form of horizontal structures generated at gray zone resolutions is often analyzed

through visual inspection (e.g. Haupt et al. (2019); Muñoz-Esparza et al. (2017)). In this work we

propose to characterize their typemore rigorously, by calculating the 1D radially-averaged spectrum

and defining a measure of anisotropy. The 1D radially-averaged spectrum '(o) is obtained from

the 2D spectral energy matrix by integrating out the dependence on : in cylindrical coordinates:

'(o) =
∫ :#

0
� (:,o) 3: (10)

Numerically, we subdivide the full circle into # = 12 sectors (30 degrees each), and we calculate

the amount of energy in each sector 8 ('8 (o)). An appropriate measure of the degree of anisotropy

U is the following:
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U =

√
1
#

#∑
8=1

(
'8 (o) −'(o)

)2

'(o)
(11)

which is the coefficient of variation of the 1D radially averaged spectrum. The value of U simply

measures the magnitude of '(o) fluctuations (i.e., its standard deviation) compared to the mean

of '(o). For a perfectly isotropic spectrum, U = 0 as '(o) is a horizontal straight line. The larger
the value of U, the more anisotropic the 1D radially-averaged spectrum velocity field is.

The degree of anisotropy and the resolved energy values (U and f2
F, respectively) are used to

compare gray zone vertical velocity fields during strong convection (−I8/! > 50) against the well-

resolved filtered LES output (REF). Given the large value of −I8/!, REF produces mostly isotropic

convective cells. We use values of U and f2
F from REF fields to derive thresholds (UC , f2

FC) to

classify gray zone fields into under-resolved, transitional and fully developed structures (():

( =


Fully Developed, if U ≤ UC
Transitional if U > UC and f2

F ≥ f2
FC

Under-resolved, if U > UC and f2
F < f

2
FC

(12)

A reasonable choice for the values of UC and f2
FC is the maximum and minimum of the filtered

REF fields (0.3140 and 0.3706 m2s-2, respectively). The rationale for the proposed classification

is the following: (i) if structures are highly anisotropic (i.e., U larger than the maximum anisotropy

in REF UC) and have very low energy (lower than the minimum energy in REF f2
FC) they will not

resemble the REF fields (Under-resolved) and (ii) if they are defined as anisotropic but comparable

in energy they still entail substantial mixing and therefore they are classified as Transitional, as

they exhibit an intermediate behavior. Although the choice of the thresholds is somewhat arbitrary,

the automatic classification based on Equation (12) agrees very well with a visual inspection of the

vertical velocity fields. An example can be found in Section 4e.

e. Partitioning of turbulent fluxes

For each instance in time characterized by −I8/! > 50 at hourly frequency, we calculate the

partitioning of vertical fluxes of horizontal momentum
(
F′D′2 +F′E′2

)0.5
and virtual temperature
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fluxes
(
F′\′E

)
between SGS and resolved scales. D and E represent the zonal andmeridional velocity

components, respectively. It should be noted that in our real simulations the total fluxes (i.e. SGS

+ resolved) are not guaranteed to be the same for all simulations, as opposed to the coarse-graining

method where the total amount of energy (or fluxes) is assumed to be known (Honnert et al. 2011).

SGS fluxes are computed with Equation (2) for local schemes and with Equation (3) and (4) for

non-local schemes. Although WRF internally computes eddy viscosities and diffusivities, some of

the PBL schemes do not output eddy viscosities by default, and therefore small modifications need

to be introduced in module_pbl_driver.F, module_physics_init.F and the specific PBL modules

(e.g. module_bl_myjpbl.F) to fetch the right coefficients.

Resolved vertical fluxes for a generic quantity � can be computed by taking the covariance be-

tween vertical velocity fluctuations (F′) and the fluctuations of the quantity itself (�′), at a specific

instant in time. To calculate the turbulent fluctuations of the generic quantity � for gray zone

domains, we remove the mean and the mesoscale contributions from each instantaneous spatial

field, as illustrated in Figure S14. Removing mesoscale features from the field is necessary as the

simulations are forced by realistic mesoscale boundary conditions, and it is accomplished via spec-

tral filtering, as recommended by recent experimental work (Donateo et al. 2017). Given a certain

linearly detrended instantaneous spatial field, we calculate the azimuthally averaged spectrum with

Equation (7) and apply a high-pass filter to remove all the low mesoscale wavenumbers from the

resolved field. Based on Larsén et al. (2016), the cut-off wavenumber (:�%) used in the high-pass

filter is the spectral gap position of each field (details in Figure S14) as it separates mesoscale and

turbulent motions (Larsén et al. 2016). In other words, we consider all the wavenumbers above

:�% to produce turbulent fluctuations, whereas all the wavenumbers below :�% to be associated

with mesoscale variability.

4. Results

a. The effect of suppressing resolved convection (P1 simulations)

Figure 2 shows the average vertical profiles of potential temperature and wind speed, calculated

at 1200Z (3pm LST) at the radiosonde site, according to the measurements, REF and P1 numerical

solutions, both at mesoscale and gray zone resolutions. Observations show the typical structure

of the atmospheric boundary layer during strong convection. The surface layer is superadiabatic
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Fig. 2. Mean characteristics of the boundary layer: potential temperature (left) and wind speed (right) vs

altitude (I, in meters above the ground level), according to radiosonde data, REF and P1 model simulations.

Both modeled and observed data are averaged across 9 time points, i.e. July 23 to August 1 at 3pm local time.

Boxes indicate the 1st and 3rd quartile of radiosonde data for each linearly spaced height range, whereas whiskers

extend to the minimum and maximum across the 9 days of observations.

and is characterized by a steep decrease in temperature and quasi-logarithmically increasing wind

speed. Above the surface layer, a deep mixed layer is formed by vigorous and large turbulent eddies

driven by buoyancy that efficiently homogenize the inner part of the boundary layer. The capping

inversion on top of the mixed layer marks the boundary layer height and the beginning of the free

atmosphere, where the effect of surface friction and surface heat fluxes becomes negligible.

A traditional 12km mesoscale simulation performs reasonably well in calculating the mean

structure of the boundary layer, despite missing some important features. The first noticeable

discrepancy is the wind speed profile in the surface layer, with observations and REF showing

an increasing profile and the model calculating an almost well-mixed profile. A more subtle, yet

important aspect is that mesoscale MYJ produces a slightly superadiabatic layer in the mixed layer,

which is in contrast to themore neutral layer in the observations and in REF. This result is somewhat

expected, as local PBL schemes can only represent down-gradient fluxes (Equation 2), whereas
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countergradient fluxes are typically observed in the upper part of the CBL (LeMone et al. 2013).

The gray zone simulation with MYJ closure produces a slightly more neutral temperature profile

that better resembles the well-resolved LES solution in the mixed layer. Resolved convection on

the grid seems to effectively add some non-local mixing as heat and momentum are transported

upward by turbulent fluctuations, thereby achieving a more neutral vertical temperature profile

even with a local scheme. The net effect of increasing horizontal diffusion via the Smagorinsky

constant is to nudge the gray zone solution to the mesoscale one, as shown in both temperature and

wind speed profiles. As resolved convection is considerably suppressed from the grid, most of the

mixing is done by the PBL scheme as in the 12km simulation. As noted before, the temperature

profile remains slightly superadiabatic when vertical fluxes are mostly calculated by the local PBL

scheme.

The partitioning between subgrid and resolved temperature and momentum fluxes is presented

in Figure 3. The REF solution shows almost linearly decreasing heat fluxes in the boundary layer,

as typical during strong convection. The two P1 gray zone simulations produce total temperature

fluxes that are comparable to REF, despite showing some differences in the surface layer and in the

entrainment zone. As the model resolution increases, subgrid fluxes are progressively dampened

even if no scale-awareness is present in the PBL scheme. Resolved turbulent fluctuations in d04

Fig. 3. Partitioning of vertical fluxes of virtual potential temperature (left) and horizontal momentum (right)

between resolved (dashed) and subgrid (dotted) scales for P1 simulations. Values are averaged over all the free

convection instances (−I8/! > 50) and colors have the same meaning as in Figure 2.
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diffuse heat and momentum in the boundary layer (i.e. mix the boundary layer), thereby reducing

shear and buoyant production of TKE owing to lower mean gradients of temperature and velocities.

Lower subgrid TKE entails lower eddy viscosities (Figure S15), which explains the implicit scale-

awareness of MYJ observed in Figure 3 and Figure S15. As expected, significantly suppressing

resolved convection from the grid considerably reduces the resolved fluxes and brings the solution

closer to the mesoscale one. All simulations underestimate REF momentum fluxes, although the

MYJ gray zone partly mitigates the difference. Resolved fluxes in RN01 overcompensate the

decrease in eddy viscosities related to higher resolution, thus producing larger fluxes that in total

become more comparable to REF. In the entrainment zone, the MYJ scheme underestimates the

magnitude of turbulent fluxes for both the mesoscale and the gray zone simulation, given the local

nature ofMYJ calculations. However, the problem is partially mitigated at gray zone resolutions, as

heat and momentum can be entrained at resolved scales (Figure 3). It appears that under-resolved

convective structures at gray zone resolutions effectively complement local schemes by adding

non-local transport at resolved scales, which achieve a (i) a more neutral mixed layer, as previously

discussed, and (ii) improved representation of entrainment fluxes.

b. The effect of scale-awareness in a non-local scheme (P2 simulations)

In this section, we analyze P2 simulations to investigate the alternative approach of retaining the

resolved convective structures while introducing scale-awareness in non-local PBL schemes.

P2 simulations produce very similar CBLs in terms of mean quantities (Figure 4), with slight

differences in the entrainment zone due to explicit parameterization of entrainment fluxes in YSU

and SH (Equation 3). Compared to P1, P2 simulations achieve a neutral temperature profile and

show improvements in representing wind speed in the surface layer. This slight performance

enhancement confirms that non-local schemes are typically better equipped than local schemes to

deal with strong convection as they include the effect of non-local fluxes related to large eddies, also

at gray zone resolutions. Introducing scale-awareness seems to contribute to modest improvements

in representing the wind speed profile in the surface layer and in the mixed layer. Potential

temperature profiles generated with and without scale-awareness are virtually indistinguishable,

except for some minor differences in the entrainment zone.
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Fig. 4. Mean characteristics of the boundary layer: potential temperature (left) and wind speed (right) vs

altitude (I, in meters above the ground level), according to radiosonde data, REF and P2 model simulations.

Both modeled and observed data are averaged across 9 time points, i.e. July 23 to August 1 at 3pm local time.

Boxes indicate the 1st and 3rd quartile of radiosonde data for each linearly spaced height range, whereas whiskers

extend to the minimum and maximum across the 9 days of observations.

Scale-awareness plays a larger role for turbulent quantities. The SH scheme develops stronger

resolved updrafts and downdrafts than the traditional YSU scheme (Figure 5), as it removes a

significant fraction of subgrid fluxes, allowing for more vigorous resolved turbulent structures.

In specific instances of time characterized by weaker convection (−I8/! ∼ 50, as exemplified

in Figure 5), YSU struggles to break down larger structures coming from the parent domain

at gray zone resolutions (ΔG=450m), whereas SH generates more realistic turbulence patterns.

Damping subgrid fluxes and allowing three-dimensional structures seems therefore helpful at these

resolutions, although a minor impact is observed on the vertical profiles of mean quantities.

The reason why small differences are noticed in the mean structure of the boundary layer

between YSU and SH at gray zone resolutions can be investigated by looking at the temperature

and momentum flux profiles and their partitioning between SGS and resolved scales (Figure 6).

For buoyancy, the total amount of turbulent mixing with the two parameterizations is very similar,
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Fig. 5. Contours of vertical velocity (m s−1) on July 27th, 2016 at 1400 LST according to P2model simulations,

approximately 600m above the ground. Top row panels represent vertical velocity on the native model grid (d03

for panels (a) and (b), d06 for panel (c), on a different color scale). Bottom row panels show the same contours

clipped on d06 domain (which is indicated by the red box in top panels). A top-hat filter is applied in panel (f)

to allow for a proper comparison with panels (d) and (e) (i.e., panel (f) is the filtered version of panel (c)).

which results in almost indistinguishable temperature profiles. In other words, the larger subgrid

fluxes in YSU compensate for the lower resolved mixing from turbulent fluctuations, yielding a

very similar profile of total virtual potential temperature flux. Larger differences are observed

between SH and YSU total momentum mixing, with SH generating total momentum fluxes that

more closely resemble REF. This result agrees with P1 simulations, which show that momentum

fluxes are more similar to REF when the model is allowed to resolve more convection, as REF

produces stronger fluxes than the mesoscale solution. As noted before, SH decreases subgrid

diffusion allowing for larger resolved convection (i.e. the scheme brings the solution closer to LES

than mesoscale), and therefore to a closer agreement with the REF momentum fluxes.
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Fig. 6. Partitioning of vertical fluxes of virtual potential temperature (left) and horizontal momentum (right)

between resolved (dashed) and subgrid (dotted) scales for P2 simulations. Values are averaged over all the free

convection instances (−I8/! > 50). Colors have the same meaning as in Figure 4.

c. The effect of scale-awareness in a local scheme (P3 simulations)

The impact of introducing scale-awareness in a local PBL scheme at gray zone resolutions is

presented in this section. The mean structure of the boundary layer according to P3 simulations

(both at mesoscale and gray zone resolution), REF and the radiosonde data is shown in Figure 7.

As noted for P1 simulations, the mesoscale solution produces a clear superadiabatic layer in the

middle of the boundary layer with local schemes, but resolved convection at gray zone resolutions

adds non-local mixing that makes the temperature profile more neutral. Differences between the

MYNN2.5 gray zone simulation and its scale-aware version are instead almost negligible for both

potential temperature and wind speed. In the near-gray zone regime (ΔG = 450m), introducing

scale-awareness improves the wind speed predictions (Figure S8), as the applicability of a non

scale-aware scheme becomes more questionable for such high resolution. The improvement of the

scale-aware version is related to better resolved three dimensional structures as explained in more

details in Section 4.4. Differences in turbulent structures generated when diffusion is calculated

with 1D PBL schemes and 3D closures (for REF and P4 simulations) are shown in Figure S16 and

Figure S17 by means of TKE contours.
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Fig. 7. Mean characteristics of the boundary layer: potential temperature (left) and wind speed (right) vs

altitude (I, in meters above the ground level), according to radiosonde data, REF and P3 model simulations.

Both modeled and observed data are averaged across 9 time points, i.e. July 23 to August 1 at 3pm local time.

Boxes indicate the 1st and 3rd quartile for each linearly spaced height range and whiskers extend to the minimum

and maximum across the 9 days of observations.

Similarly to P2 simulations, the resemblance of scale-aware and not scale-aware MYNN simu-

lations for first order statistics can be explained by the vertical fluxes of virtual temperature and

horizontal momentum (Figure 8). Although the partitioning of turbulent fluxes between resolved

and subgrid scales is different at gray zone resolutions (with differences becomingmore pronounced

at near-gray zone resolutions, Figure S9), the total amount of mixing – for both buoyancy and mo-

mentum – is very similar. As discussed in Section 4a, more resolved convection entails lower

subgrid fluxes, and vice versa. In the entrainment zone and above the boundary layer, turbulent

fluxes are reasonably represented by P3 gray zone simulations compared to REF, although none of

the simulations (including REF) agree well with the wind speed profile measured by radiosonde,

suggesting a potential problem in the mesoscale forcing rather than in turbulence parameterizations

above the boundary layer.
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Fig. 8. Partitioning of vertical fluxes of virtual potential temperature (left) and horizontal momentum (right)

between resolved (dashed) and subgrid (dotted) scales for P3 simulations. Values are averaged over all the free

convection instances (−I8/! > 50). Colors have the same meaning as in Figure 7.

d. 3D turbulence closures

The TKE-based 3D turbulence closure at ΔG=1350m considerably improves the model perfor-

mance in the surface layer, for both temperature and wind speed, when compared to the mesoscale

solutions and other gray zone simulations (Figure 9). It is worth noting that the vertical discretiza-

tion is the same for all gray zone and mesoscale simulations, which entails that the differences in

the surface layer profiles are entirely related to turbulent diffusion. The reason for the different

behavior of RN07 compared to the other gray zone simulations is that P1, P2 and P3 runs are all

based on PBL schemes, and therefore they calculate mixing based on the mean vertical shear only,

whereas the 3D approach prescribes stresses and diffusivities from three-dimensional turbulence at

the resolved scales. Although the NBA approach (RN08) provides a slightly better representation

of the vertical shear in the surface layer, the performance in RN08 deteriorates in the mixed layer

and in the entrainment zone, hinting to a different representation of the entrainment processes

that drive the boundary layer growth in the NBA model. This result differs from Mirocha et al.

(2010), which however implemented and tested the NBA approach for an idealized simulation over

a symmetrical 2D hill in neutral conditions.
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Fig. 9. Mean characteristics of the boundary layer: potential temperature (left) and wind speed (right) vs

altitude (I, in meters above the ground level), according to radiosonde data, REF and P4 model simulations.

Both modeled and observed data are averaged across 9 time points, i.e. July 23 to August 1 at 3pm local time.

Boxes indicate the 1st and 3rd quartile for each linearly spaced height range and whiskers extend to the minimum

and maximum across the 9 days of observations.

The partitioning of turbulent fluxes further clarifies the results shown in Figure 9. Compared to

REF, temperature and momentum fluxes are better reproduced with the TKE-based closure than

with PBL schemes in the surface layer (Figure 10). Owing to the different turbulent transport in

the lower part of the atmosphere, lower values of friction velocities and surface temperature scales

(i.e. surface momentum and heat fluxes) produce an improved bottom boundary condition for

velocity and temperature, which is in closer agreement with radiosonde data. However, turbulent

fluxes are underestimated in the mixed layer as 3D closures lack part of the non-local transport

that in 3D schemes is assumed to be completely resolved, but that at gray zone resolutions is only

partially resolved. Finally, momentum fluxes calculated with the NBA model are considerably

underestimated compared to REF. The largest differences with REF and the 3D TKE model are

observed in the middle of the boundary layer (Figure 10), as subgrid stresses are calculated based

on the strain rate tensor for the NBA model rather than TKE. Although a version of NBA based
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Fig. 10. Partitioning of vertical fluxes of virtual potential temperature (left) and horizontal momentum (right)

between resolved (dashed) and subgrid (dotted) scales for P4 simulations. Values are averaged over all the free

convection instances (−I8/! > 50). Colors have the same meaning as in Figure 9.

on TKE was implemented in WRF by Mirocha et al. (2010) (which could be more comparable to

the 1.5TKE subgrid model of Lilly (1967)), for nested simulations the strain-rate formulation is

recommended given the mismatch of prognostic TKE at nest interfaces (Mirocha et al. 2010).

e. Simulations performance summary

Figure 11 and Figure 12 summarize the performance of the whole simulation set in a quantitative

way for potential temperature, wind speed and turbulent fluxes (along with Table S1 and Table

S2, which report the actual values of RMSEs). Similar figures showing the near-gray zone regime

can be found in the Supplementary Material (Figure S18 and Figure S19). We break down these

results for the lower part of the boundary layer (I/I8 ≤ 0.2), the mixed layer (0.2 < I/I8 ≤ 0.8) and

the entrainment zone (0.8 < I/I8 ≤ 1.0).

Overall, errors related to first order statistics of the flow at gray zone resolutions are of the

same order of magnitude as mesoscale and microscale solutions, and they show a reasonable

sensitivity to different turbulence parameterizations. This result suggests that simulations at gray

zone resolutions do not influence the mean vertical structure of the fully developed boundary layer

more than other important factors in real simulations (e.g., lateral and bottom boundary conditions,

imperfect representation of other processes). It should be noted that modeled profiles are compared
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Fig. 11. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of wind speed and potential temperature in the surface layer (I/I8 ≤

0.2), in the mixed layer (0.2 < I/I8 ≤ 0.8) and in the entrainment zone (0.8 < I/I8 ≤ 1.0), for P1, P2, P3, P4 and

REF simulations. RMSE is calculated against radiosonde data.

to radiosonde data at 1500LT, when the boundary layer is fully developed, and that these results

may change during the growth of the boundary layer, as shown later in this Section. Moreover,

Figure 11 and Figure 12 reveal that there is no universal best setup at gray zone resolutions, and

results may vary depending on the specific quantity of interest. In the surface layer, the microscale

LES solution shows the lowest RMSE for wind speed, which represents approximately a 60%

improvement compared to the mesoscale solutions. Among gray zone simulations, the MYNN

local scheme produces themost realistic boundary layer structure at gray zone resolutions, withmild

improvements given by its scale-aware version. However, the TKE-based 3D closure outperforms

all other modeling strategies in the surface layer (Figure S20 and S21), as also discussed in the

previous Sections. The explicit treatment of entrainment processes in the YSU scheme (and in its

scale-aware version, SH) generates the best agreement in the entrainment zone, even at gray zone

resolutions. Despite the presence of grid-dependent convective structures in the gray zone solutions
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Fig. 12. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of horizontal momentum and virtual potential temperature (F′\ ′E )

fluxes in the surface layer (I/I8 ≤ 0.2), in the mixed layer (0.2 < I/I8 ≤ 0.8) and in the entrainment zone (0.8

< I/I8 ≤ 1.0), for all the simulations presented in the results section. RMSE is calculated against REF simulation.

(Figure 13), total turbulent fluxes are generally better represented at gray zone resolutions compared

to the mesoscale ones, where all turbulent motions are calculated with subgrid parameterizations.

At near-gray zone resolutions, the benefits of the 3D-TKE closure over the parametrized schemes

become more evident in the surface layer (Figure S20 and Figure S21), as ΔG/I8 becomes closer to

the LES regime.

The grid dependency problem for all simulations at gray zone and near-gray zone resolutions

is illustrated in Figure 13, which shows the characteristic length scales of vertical velocity for all

simulations, except for RN02 (since resolved convection is suppressed). At the top of the surface

layer, the characteristic wavelength of vertical velocity fluctuations (Λ2) produced by gray zone

simulations and near-gray zone simulations approximately scales as 2.80I8 and 1.58I8, respectively,

regardless of the turbulence parameterizations, whereas well-resolved LES solutions (both at 150m

and 50m resolution) show Λ2 of the order of the boundary layer height (Figure 13a). Thermal
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Fig. 13. Vertical velocity spectral peak Λ2 as a function of boundary layer height I8 at I ∼ 500m (left) and

average vertical profiles of Λ2 (right) for P1, P2, P3, P4 and REF simulations. In the left panel, dotted lines

represent the 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 lines and numbers in parentheses indicate the meanΛ2/I8 ratio. Only time instances

characterized by −I8/! > 50 and by convective structures larger than the effective resolution of the model (6ΔG,

as in Zhou et al. (2014)) are considered.

structures become larger with altitude up to the middle of the boundary layer, which agrees with

Kaimal et al. (1976) observations that revealed that peaks in the vertical velocity spectrum occur

at larger wavelengths aloft, for the lower part of the boundary layer. While this aspect is well

captured by all simulations, length scales for the ΔG=1350m solution are significantly larger than

the ΔG=450m and REF (ΔG =150m, ΔG=50m), which instead show a good agreement between

each other. This result confirms that ΔG=150m can be already considered well resolved in our case

study, whereas ΔG=450m can be classified as near-gray zone resolution.

To understand the impact of horizontal structures on the mean vertical profiles, we further

analyze the degree of anisotropy (U) and the resolved energy (f2
F) of the convective structures

produced by each simulation, according to the methodology outlined in Section 3d. We analyze

all instances in time characterized by −I8/! > 50, condition for which the LES solution shows

visually isotropic convective structures (Example in Figure 5c). Figure 14a reveals that more than

50% of the convective structures are not classified as fully developed (despite being characterized

by −I8/! > 50) for parametrized simulations (RN01, RN03, RN06), whereas the frequency of

fully developed structures is higher for 3D closures (RN07, RN08) and scale-aware schemes
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Fig. 14. (a) Classification of horizontal convective structures for each simulation, according to themethodology

presented in Section 3d, and (b) RMSE of potential temperature vertical profiles with respect to REF when

horizontal structures are under-resolved, transitional and fully developed. Error bars extend up to 2 standard

deviations from the mean. All instances in time are characterized by −I8/! > 50. Simulations characterized

by statistically significant RMSE differences between fully developed and non fully developed structures are

highlighted in bold in panel (b).

(RN04, RN05). In addition, Figure 14b shows that the difference in potential temperature vertical

profiles between REF and each simulation is typically larger when the convective structures are

under-resolved or transitional. The mean RMSE difference between fully developed and non

fully developed structures (i.e. transitional and under-resolved) is statistically significant at a 5%

significant level with the Welch two sample t-test for RN01, RN03 and RN04. The statistical test is

performed by pooling together the RMSEvalues from the transitional and under-resolved categories

to ensure that all the simulations have enough data points to perform a meaningful statistical test.

This result suggests that (i) there is a connection between vertical and horizontal structures and (ii)

errors are larger during the growth of the boundary layer especially for simulations that struggle to

develop convective cells under strong convection (i.e. RN01, RN03 and RN04).

An illustrative example showing the comparison between RN01 and RN07 is presented in

Figure 15, whereas a comparison between YSU and its scale-aware version can be found in the

Supplementary Material (Figure S22). As the boundary layer grows from late morning to mid

afternoon, convective structures in RN01 become more isotropic and approach the fully developed

regime, whereas they remain fully-developed in RN07 throughout the time period. Alongside
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Fig. 15. (Left) RN01 vertical velocity fields in d03, (Middle) RN07 vertical velocity fields in d03 and (Right)

vertical profiles of potential temperature for selected times on July 27, 2016. Different rows represent the different

time instances (1200 LST to 1400 LST, top to bottom). The degree of anisotropy U and the resolved energy f2
F

are reported in the left and middle panels.

the development of convective structures, the differences in vertical profiles between REF and the

RN01 become smaller and the vertical structure of the boundary layer becomes comparable. At

1200 LST, the boundary layer in RN01 is still shallower compared to REF, despite developing up

to the depth of REF later in the day. In contrast, the faster turbulence spin-up in RN07 generates

vertical structures that more closely resemble REF. A similar result is found when introducing

scale-awareness in a non-local scheme, although the differences between RN03 and RN04 are

more limited (Figure S22). While scale-awareness has a noticeable impact on the horizontal
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structures (Figure S22 and Figure 5), it has a comparatively smaller effect on the vertical structures

as non-local transport of heat and momentum can be achieved even with zero resolved turbulence

(as also discussed in Section 4b).

Overall, the illustrative example presented here (Figure 15 and Figure S22) points out the problem

in the timing of convection initiation and shows that the 1D parameterization does not develop the

boundary layer as quickly as the resolved convection in RN07, RN04 and REF, even in the presence

of strong heat fluxes.

5. Discussion and concluding remarks

In this study, we run a set of eight numerical experiments aimed at exploring different avenues to

address the gray zone of turbulence for real and full-physics simulations, during strongly convective

conditions. Overall, first order statistics of the flow at gray zone resolutions compare well with

mesoscale andLES fully developedCBLs, and they showamodest sensitivity to different turbulence

parameterizations for the analyzed case. Turbulent quantities vary more considerably among the

eight experiments. If setup properly, gray zone simulations and microscale LES simulations driven

by realistic online boundary conditions can effectively improve the model performance, despite the

presence of under-resolved and grid-dependent convective structures in the resolved fields. This

is especially true for model results in the surface layer, which are critical for a range of practical

purposes (e.g. wind energy and air pollution dispersion). RMSE of wind speed in the surface layer

shows a twofold decrease in the best-performing gray zone simulations compared to traditional

mesoscale solutions. Combining the results presented in the previous section and the findings of

other recent works, here we summarize the main evidence and recommendations for real gray zone

simulations, with respect to the objectives outlined in Section 1.

a. PBL schemes and turbulence parameterizations

We provide further evidence that under-resolved convective structures at gray zone resolutions

in real simulations are grid-dependent. The size of these structures at the top of surface layer

approximately scales as ∼1I8 in well-resolved LES simulations (ΔG=50m), whereas ΔG=1350m

and ΔG=450m simulations generate larger structures (2.80I8 and 1.58I8, respectively). Although

the size and strength of the turbulent structures at gray zone resolutions can be quite different
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from a filtered LES solution, we argue that allowing grid-dependent resolved convection entail

minor and possibly positive impacts on mean quantities and total turbulent fluxes. We stress that

resolved convection should be looked at in combination with the subgrid fluxes produced by SGS

parameterizations, because the nature of the modeled convective structures is intrinsically tied

with the 1D PBL (or 3D) parameterization adopted. Considering only one of the two components

(i.e. resolved or subgrid) would overlook the total mixing done in the numerical model, which

is what drives the boundary layer dynamics. Heat fluxes are well reproduced when allowing

resolved convection, owing to the implicit scale-awareness found for all PBL schemes analyzed

in this work. For local schemes, another co-benefit of having resolved convection is to add some

non-local mixing at the resolved scales, achieving more neutral temperature profiles in the mixed-

layer and better representation of the entrainment processes. Introducing scale-awareness in 1D

PBL schemes proves useful in improving momentum fluxes predictions as well as the partitioning

between resolved and subgrid scales, although the total fluxes are similar with and without scale-

awareness. The positive impact of scale-awareness schemes becomes more evident for near-gray

zone simulations, where the validity of the assumptions behind standard PBL schemes become

more questionable.

For deep CBLs, we illustrate how a TKE-based 3D turbulence closure outperforms 1D PBL

schemes both at gray zone and near-gray zone resolutions in the surface layer, as it allows for 3D

dimensional structures to develop and to better represent mixing. The performance of the recently

proposed 3D NBA model is instead less satisfactory for the mixed layer and the entrainment

zone, although the sensitivity to different 3D closures is not thoroughly investigated in this work.

Mounting evidence from other works suggests that these findings (i.e. 3D closures outperforming

1D PBL schemes) are true also for moist convection (Fiori et al. 2010), in complex terrain (Liu

et al. 2020) and for weaker convective conditions (Johnson and Wang 2019), although Doubrawa

and Muñoz-Esparza (2020) found different results over the Mountain West of the United States.

Finally, we show that artificially increasing horizontal diffusion via the Smagorinsky coefficient in

WRF is an efficient way of considerably damping resolved convection. However, in our case study

characterized by small land heterogeneity in the finest domain, attenuating the strength of under-

resolved structures from the solution effectively nudges the gray zone solution to the mesoscale
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one, which is faster and cheaper as highlighted by Zhou et al. (2014), thereby questioning the need

for such approach.

b. Domains setup

Real high-resolution simulations – both at gray zone and LES resolutions – require careful

considerations to properly set up the numerical domains. As resolution increases, high-resolution

topography characteristics begin to be resolved, including steep slopes that would be otherwise

averaged out in traditional mesoscale grids. Most mesoscale models (including WRF) use terrain-

following coordinates, which suffer from coordinate transformation errors in the presence of

steep elevation gradients that can significantly degrade the performance of the numerical solution

(Lundquist et al. 2010).

A thorough sensitivity analysis (not shown here) reveals that avoiding large topographic features

and steep elevation gradients along the boundaries of each domain is key to ensure the numerical

stability of the solutions. At gray zone resolutions, another important aspect is to leave necessary

fetches from the edges of the domain for turbulence spin-up in the area of interest (Muñoz-

Esparza et al. 2014), with special care to be taken when moving from mesoscale to gray zone

domains. Given then large heat fluxes that drive our simulations during convective hours, turbulent

motions are triggered even close to the boundaries, especially with scale-aware schemes and 3D

closures. Simulations in mountainous or urban environments at microscale resolutions (ΔG � ;),

where bypassing the problem of abrupt topography changes becomes impractical, may require

the application of different methodologies, such as the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) that

eliminates the coordinate transformation (Arthur et al. 2020; Bao et al. 2018).

Some important aspects need to be considered when selecting vertical levels. At gray zone scales,

we find that 49 vertical levels, with power-law decreasing ΔI approaching the surface and near

constant ΔI above the boundary layer, guarantees numerical stability. Numerical instabilities and

unphysical numerical waves arise with significant jumps in vertical layer thicknesses (as in Shin and

Dudhia (2016)), or with an excessively large or small number of vertical levels close to the surface

(Rai et al. 2017). For microscale LES simulations at ΔG=150m and ΔG=50m, a nearly constant

value of ΔI=64m and ΔI=32m in the boundary layer is found to be stable and to allow explicit

resolution of three-dimensional turbulence features. In the presence of relatively large elevation
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gradients (as in our d04, with terrain slopes greater than 0.1), increasing time off-centering (epssm

in WRF) to 0.8 is found to stabilize vertically-propagating high-frequency waves that may cause

numerical instabilities. This approach entails no extra cost and has shown no significant effect

on non-acoustic modes (Durran and Klemp 1983; Skamarock et al. 2008). More details about

domains setup and vertical levels are available in the namelist settings of our simulations, which

are made publicly available through Github (see data availability).

c. Open knowledge gaps and future work

Although the main focus of this work is to compare the performance of different modeling

strategies in calculating the mean vertical structure of the fully developed boundary layer at gray

zone resolutions, future work should target other equally important aspects of gray zone modeling.

For instance, further understanding the link between horizontal structures and errors in vertical

profiles during the growth of the boundary layer, as briefly exemplified in this work (Figure 14 and

15), will be paramount to improve predictions during the morning transition to a fully developed

CBL. Previous work in idealized settings showed that, during early stages of convection, total

heat fluxes at gray zone resolutions can greatly differ from LES solutions despite converging after

sufficiently long time (Efstathiou et al. 2016; Kealy et al. 2019). For this purpose, additional

simulations using the Cell Perturbation Method developed by Muñoz-Esparza et al. (2014) or the

model proposed by Kealy et al. (2019) should be included. To allow for a seamless coupling

between mesoscale and LES simulations, a full sensitivity analysis on the influence of gray zone

boundary conditions on microscale LES performance should be also performed in real settings

(Mazzaro et al. 2017).

For further model developments, our findings suggest that 3D closures are more appropriate

at gray zone resolutions as they produce more realistic convective structures (despite being grid-

dependent in size) andmore accurate results in the surface layer. Nonetheless, 3D closures typically

assume that the largest eddies responsible for non-local transport are resolved on the grid, which

may not be completely valid at gray zone resolutions. A comprehensive scheme that can integrate

the right amount of vertical non-local transport with local 3D fluxes could be therefore a potential

avenue to move forward in gray zone modeling. The direction first proposed by Wyngaard (2004)

and further explored by Zhang et al. (2018) seems promising.
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Finally, themethodology and results presented here provide a reference dataset of real simulations

that can be extended to assess how new techniques for simulations at gray zone resolutions compare

to the modeling strategies presented herein (e.g. the dynamic reconstruction model of Simon et al.

(2019), the mass-flux MYNN-EDMF scheme of Olson et al. (2019), the 3D closure of Zhang et al.

(2018), the scale-adaptive one of Kurowski and Teixeira (2018) or the new mixing length model

of Honnert et al. (2021)).
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